
WAR RAN T Y
This product is covered by a 10 year manufacturer’s guarantee.

Our warranty has been designed to provide you with complete reassurance about your wood flooring purchase. 
It covers:
• The durability of  the floor’s structure
• The quality of  finish including dimensions, joints, and appearance involved in the top layer

HOW TO MAKE A CLAIM:
If  you have found a fault or problem with your floor, please initially contact the retailer from whom you 
purchased the floor, and ask them to send a letter of  explanation and a proof  of  purchase to us at Woodpecker 
House, 26 Pant Glas Industrial Estate, Bedwas, Caerphilly, CF83 8DR.

THE CLAIMS PROCESS:
1. Your claim will be received and assessed by one of  the team at Woodpecker Flooring.
2. We may ask to view the floor on site in order to justify your claim.
3.If  your claim is accepted, the next step will be one of  the following:
 a. in the case of  a significant defect or problem in the floor which makes use of  the floor implausible or 
     particularly difficult, we will replace the product.
 b. in the case of  a small defect which reduces the usability of  the floor, we will offer to repair or provide a   
     discount on occasions where a repair may not be possible.

WARRANTY T&C’S:
1.The warranty is only valid in the country in which the flooring was purchased.
2.The warranty is valid for 10 years from the date of  purchase.
3.The warranty does not exclude, limit or suspend your rights resulting from discrepancies between the goods 
and the agreement, except for products for which the warranty period has been defined differently.
4. The warranty does not apply where flooring:  was damaged from improper transport and storage conditions 
which did not take into account the specific nature of  the product was installed despite visible defects (faulty 
boards should not be installed, but left aside for replacement), was damaged from assembly errors (not following 
the installation guidelines supplied with the product, or commonly accepted principles of  the trade), changed 
from its original shade with the passage of  time (wood darkening from sunlight or natural ageing), was modified 
or repaired without a written confirmation from Woodpecker Flooring, and when any changes or repairs have 
been made by persons or companies not providing professional services of  this type, was damaged from
 improper use and conservation, and in particular:
 a. damage from moisture in the sub-floor and in walls, flooding, leaks from elements of  water and 
     sanitary installations or other similar events, which resulted in penetration of  moisture into the wood.
 b. damage from temperature or humidity of  the air or heating being other than recommended
 c. damage from the impact of  hard objects (objects with sharp edges, shoes, heels), local dents, damages  
                 from moving objects across the floor without felt protectors, surface damages from animal claws, as  
     well as rubbing and scratching from sand or dust brought onto the floor with dirty shoes, as well as  
     regular wear of  the surface.
5. The warranty does not apply to claims about the flooring’s natural variations in colour and structure, which 
may occur within a given species, grade or production batch.

Disclaimer: Installation guidance is advisory and is based on established good practice and the BS-8201-2011 standard. It is the fitter’s responsibility to follow these procedures before, during 
and after installation. We cannot accept responsibility for any issues relating to installation. 1. 


